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About This Video

PADAK is a film about the lives of fish in captivity in a Korean seafood restaurant. Some fish accept their fate while others
fight to change it.
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Title: PADAK
Production:
E-DEHI
Distributor:
eigoMANGA
Release Date: 6 Jun, 2016
Country: Korea, Republic of
Video Resolution: 1080p(3.5GB)
Aspect Ratio: 16:9
Audio: 5.1 Surround
Running Time: 90 minutes

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Network Bandwidth of 5Mbps for 540p, 3Mbps for 360p.

English,Korean,Japanese
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First of all the game is just really fun. Its a old school side scrolling beat'em up with really funny humor and excellent gameplay.
Use an xBox controller and just have hours of fun. There is an rpg mechanic of leveling up and the upgrades do carry over to the
Arenas. Speaking of which you can take a break from the story and fight in the arenas using a whole slew of different characters
each with their own special abilities. The AI is pretty good and will provide some challenge. The graphics are pixelated to give it
that retro feel. The developer is extremely active and is quick to address any issues or simply to listen to suggestions. I definitely
recommend this title.. Easily the best valus for money of any DLC pack for Grid 2. 2 tracks and the world's greatest supercar
for just 7 bucks and less during a sale or free weekend. If you like the base game and you don't want to splurge on dlc, go with
this.. Okay, it took me about an hour to understand the concept of this game.

First of all, it's in the style of "Castlevania-whatever else games" in that style you know, etc.

Secondly and the most important part of this game is that it's actually based around you dying. Follow me on this:

You're a toy named Brand and every night you come alive and have to fight other toys that are the "Lost Ones" meaning that
they don't have an owner anymore, also every night the house changes randomly, heavily RNG based, for example you could
find a slot machine in the first room in the first night and it wouldn't be there in the second night, etc.

While the RNG mechanic seems lackluster due to enemies actually happening to get stuck between the RNG'd beams that don't
allow them to jump or move anymore, it's actually helpful to you. You have only 6 inventory slots and when you die any cash
(nuts) you have and whatever items you grabbed from the other toys to fill those 6 slots are put into your room.

In your room you can craft new weapons if you RNG-find the blueprint or heavily fortify the room with the cash and materials
you got from other toys.

It's like that one movie with Tom Cruise. I'm totally digging it.. UfNO -WishICouldReturnLight. I like this game. It is a pretty
straight forward game. I plan on playing it more and finishing it. It feels a bit incomplete however. I love farm games, but this
one attempts to do things that can be a bit overwhelming at times. Between all the visitors, quests they demand completed and
the what feels like lack of resources to keep up with on the real-life timers on plants, can be a bit annoying. I hope it gets better
the longer you play it. It reminded me of The Little Prince, which is really sweet. So I hope it was worth getting. I'll update again
later.

(Update) - Now knowing that this is the whole game and that they haven't messed with it in the slightest. This game feels very
unpolished and unfinished. It had the ability to be up there as a wonderful game. But It feels VERY broken. I really hope
someone else buys out this game and fixes it. It really had the ability to be something special. It's sad the Devs gave up.

(2nd update) - Knowing these Devs are making another game is sad. I know now that deiland will never be what it could have
been. Also I will be avoiding all days by these Devs from now on.

DO NOT BUY THIS GAME! WASTE OF MONEY!. Absolutely a hidden gem! Bring your A-game to this because it's got both
some tricky puzzles and some devilishly precise boss battles. It's also got great cartoon graphics, authentic 8-bit style (you can
buy it for your Atari 7800, even!), and some pretty slick chiptunes. Give this underdog a try!. Its a good game. p.s josh is fat
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I love games like brick break let me just say I LOVE this game the music the diffrent blocks the bosses everything in this game
is just awsome in my eyes. A cute little interlude for the coming main attraction: Blackenrock.
Well worth the low price.. gt;start game
>holy fk this game is loud
>go to options
>turns volume ALL THE WAY DOWN
>starts a match
>*SOUND BLASTS MY EARS*
>"..."
>uninstall
>writes this review. Does not run.. im ususally optimistic about small games like this, but this time ive found a game thats just a
complete joke. the man cant even walk diagonally and if you hold space he justs flys awkwardly oh well its reminded me how to
request a refund.. The second last review! and this one like said before is very similiar to the Pirate DLC. but this one is a little
more interesting

starting with the hat. because the hat actually looks decent. of course it just gives the stock DLC -30% damage reduction. but
unlike the Pirate DLC hat. it doesn't look half bad. as well as the fact this one has a much more entertaining cosplay. the three
muskateers! not that I ever found two other people with this DLC. but you know, maybe you can eventually. and have your own.

and the weapon! it is looks like a fencing sword. and that is kinda what I wanted it to be. because currently it looks like a mix
between a fencing sword. and sword with a fancy hilt. the blade of this thing just looks strange. and like the other sword it just
doesn't do well. although it is better than the pirate sword! because it only takes 5 stamina each swing! so yeah. the strange blade
happens to make it easier to swing after all.

and now the pet! this thing is the only pet in the game that is tiny! adorable little thing will sit on your shoulder like all the
others. just smaller. and this time the stat gains are the stock carry bonus and zombie detection range bonus, but then some
sprint speed and health bonus. I guess his smalll size makes him weigh you down less. go a bit faster with him on you unlike all
the other bigger DLC birds. and I would say it is the tank bird, but that goes to the last DLC bird I will be reviewing.

again, this DLC is just not something I can see being used outside of fun moments with friends. so only get it if you have plans
with the items. otherwise they will claim dust in the private trunk.. A relatively short story, but I found it satisfying. The
characters were decently developed, and the story was fast paced. I only noticed a couple of grammatical errors. Overall, I'd give
this a 7\/10, and I'd suggest giving it a read.. idk y many hate it but... in my opinion it's a funny game XD. I could enjoy this
game more if i just knew where to go and what to do. Not sure if there is a guide or help otherwise just a game on my shelf.
Good game if you know what to do.
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